The objective of this study was to assess long-term use, adherence and efficacy of injectable disease modifying agents (DMAs). Multiple Sclerosis (MS) patients diagnosed during 2002-2010 with early treatment start and at least one year in first choice medication were included in a large university district in Finland. Annualized relapse rates (ARR) during each treatment period were studied, and number of switches by medication evaluated. Use of health care facilities during [2002][2003][2004][2005][2006][2007][2008][2009][2010] was assessed. In the study were included 113 MS patients; 15 (13%) switched medication. The mean duration of treatment period (128) was 3.8 years. In 77% (98/128) the treatment continued with the first DMA for (mean) 3.8 years, in 19% (25/128) with the second for 3.5 years and in 4% (5/128) with the third for 4.8 years. Mean ARR was 0.26, with 54% (69/128) of the periods relapse free. Mean ARR during the treatment periods with product switch was 0.41 before, and 0.28 after the switch, showing a trend towards better efficacy with the second DMA. The usage of health care resources remained within the guidelines. Long-term adherence to first choice DMA was observed, and a switch of product within the DMAs showed continuous adherence and efficacy. The efforts to seek a clinically effective and well tolerated agent within the first-line DMAs is warranted, leading to continued adherence and increased clinical effectiveness.
Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic autoimmune disease affecting the central nervous system, and a common cause of physical disability in young adults. 1 In most cases the disease initially manifests with a relapsing-remitting disease course (RRMS) caused by immune cell infiltration to the central nervous system, which promotes inflammation, demyelination and neurodegeneration. 2, 3 In recent years the treatment options for RRMS have substantially increased. 4 In Finland, the referral centers for MS patients are central-or university hospitals. Constantly updated national guidelines for MS treatment have instructed treatment practice since 2002. 5 The disease modifying agents (DMA) in use are interferon beta-1a and interferon-1b, which have been available in Finland since the late 1990s, and glatiramer acetate (GA) since the early 2000s. These DMAs are 100% reimbursed in active MS. It has been shown in several randomized controlled trials and observational studies that these injectable DMAs prevent clinical relapses and disease progression. [6] [7] [8] They are usually well tolerated, and serious adverse effects are rare. 9 Over 20 years of experience of the long-term use of injectables has shown that they are effective with good safety profiles. 10, 11 In case of confirmed disease activity, a switch to other options is justified. New immunosuppressant agents, such as natalizumab and alemtuzumab, however, carry a significant risk for serious adverse effects, 12 and safety precautions may prevent their use. 13 Here we aim to study the injectable DMA use and adherence, occurrence of medication switch, the clinical effect on relapses, and the usage of health care resources (both for disease activity related and disease monitoring purposes) in a population-based cohort of Finnish MS patients between years 2002 and 2010.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Patients diagnosed by McDonald criteria 14 with MS (ICD-10 G 35) during 2002-2007 were included from four neurological departments at the central hospitals in Tampere University Hospital District, Finland. Included ambulatory patients had a RRMS disease course with Expanded Disability Status Scale rate less than 5.5 at treatment onset, and had been using the first injectable DMA for a minimum of one year during 2002-2010. Data was collected anonymously via a structured web based questionnaire, which included age at diagnosis, delay from diagnosis to treatment onset, the applied DMAs, and the doses and length of treatment periods, annual relapse rate (ARR), yearly number of visits at neurological centers and MS related hospital days. Statistical significance was calculated using student's t-test or regression analysis when P<0.05. The retrospective examination of identified patient records at hospitals were approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Tampere Hospital District. (Table 1) were interferon beta-1a 30 μg, i.m. qw, interferon beta-1a 22 μg, s.c. tiw, interferon beta-1a 44 μg, s.c. tiw, interferon beta-1b 250 μg, s.c. eod, and GA 20 mg, s.c. daily. Distribution of agents and the mean time of use ranged from 2.9 to 4.6 years. Mean duration of all treatment periods (n=128) was 3.8 years (1.0-8.5 years). The first choice DMA was used in 77% (98/128) of the treatment periods. In 19% (25/128) of the periods, the medication had been switched once to a second DMA at mean 2.3 years (0.25-5.14) after diagnosis, and the mean duration of the second treatment period was 3.5 years. In 4% (5/128) of the periods the patient was treated with a third DMA. The mean time from diagnosis to third medication was 2.6 years, and the mean treatment duration was 4.8 years (0.5-5.27) ( Table 1) .
Transitions between the DMAs are shown in Figure 1 . The most frequently (45%) switched DMA was interferon beta-1a 22 μg (7/15). In 57% of these cases (4/7) a transition to a regimen of 44 g took place. The switch to GA was observed in 60% of all cases (9/15).
ARR was low during the follow-up. The mean ARR was 0.26 [0-2.31, standard deviation (SD) 0.42]. In 54% (69/128) of the treatment periods the patients did not experience any relapses. Total of 15 (13%, 15/113) subjects switched medication (Figure 1 ). In this subgroup the mean ARR decreased non-significantly from 0.41 (0-1.1) to 0.28 (0-2.1) after the switch. The mean time on treatment increased from 2.5 years (1.0-4.7) to 3.7 years (1.0-6.2) after the conversion.
The yearly mean number of control visits with a neurologist in the whole cohort was 1.3 (0-3.8), and with a MS nurse 1.0 (0-3.8). The mean yearly number of additional visits with a neurologist was 0.2 (0-2.9). Mean number of hospital days due to MS was 0.6 (0-13.1) per year.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this study we evaluated the long-term adherence and efficacy of DMAs in a relapsingremitting MS patient population by studying the length of the treatment periods and the annual relapse rate related to medication switch. In this long-term clinical setting also the usage of health care resources was investigated.
The selection of cases was limited to patients who are expected to tolerate the chosen medication for a long period. The population represented an early treatment group, as in most of the cases treatment started within a year from diagnosis, 15 and cases were expected to show disease activity. Side effects or development of neutralizing antibodies, which appear mainly during the first years of treatment, may lead to treatment switch. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, we only included patients who had stayed on a DMA for at least one year and no neutralizing antibodies were detected during the first year.
The clinical effectiveness was evaluated by ARR, and the proportion of relapse-free patients. In all treatment periods a low ARR was observed, pointing at continuous disease activity in about half of the patients. During the follow-up a switch of treatment took place in 22% of treatment periods, mostly from first to second treatment option in 19% of the cases. In most of these cases the change to a higher dose of interferon beta-1a or switch to GA was observed. We did not characterize the causes. It is likely that those who switched medication represent cases with treatment inefficacy and tolerability issues. 6, 8 Long-term side effects in DMA use are frequent. Irrespective of the cause of switch, the population that switched to a second DMA (13% of the patients) a higher initial ARR was observed, but after the switch, these patients reached a lower mean ARR similar to the ARR observed in the whole population, pointing at a good response to the second DMA medication. This result supports the rationale for the switch. At the time of the study choices for more active treatments, such as natalizumab, were limited. 16 Interestingly, in the clinical trial for alemtuzumab, the reduction in risk of relapses with alemtuzumab was lower in patients who had not been previously treated with interferon beta-1a 44 μg, s.c. tiw, 17 suggesting that patients who do not respond to another interferon or GA, may benefit from an initial switch to interferon beta-1a 44 μg, s.c. tiw, before embarking on the more risky option of alemtuzumab.
We observed that the usage of health care resources was moderate i.e. the number of neurological clinic visits was in line with the recommendation for regular yearly visits, 5 and the mean number of hospital days was less than one day per year, supporting the efficacy and benefits of continuous and long-term use of DMAs. A limitation of our study was the low number of subjects in this study, 113 patients and 128 treatment periods, and undermines the significance of the results. In this study the follow-up time was at least one year to ensure maximal medication effectiveness. Long-term follow-up data show that higher and longer cumulative exposure to interferon beta-1a is associated with better clinical outcomes in relapsing-remitting MS, 11 and earlier and longer exposure to interferon beta treatment improves survival of the patients with MS. 10 Our results support the importance of an early intervention and an effective and well tolerated long-term treatment. The extending selection of more powerful MS treatments persuades neurologists and patients with improved effectiveness and compliance, but at the same time managing the risks of adverse events has become more demanding. 16 In conclusion, we observed a positive response to a long-term treatment with DMAs, manifesting in reduced ARR among patients who switched between injectable DMAs. Our results suggest that if the treatment effect is not desirable or the patient suffers from side effects, but the disease shows non-aggressive activity, a switch within the injectable DMA medication group can be justified.
